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The spectrometer is controlled by NTNMR, the proprietary software provided with the Tecmag
Apollo spectrometer. NTNMR is capable of performing many routine data-processing procedures
(e.g. spectrum phasing; baseline correction; Fourier transform; fitting relaxation data etc.), however
processing diffusion data is not a standard feature*. Instead, two Matlab programs have been written
to be used in conjunction with NTNMR, to facilitate the processing (and setting up) of diffusion
measurements.

1. Initial configuration









Connect ‘Probe’ output from duplexer to probe box (input labelled ‘RF’).
Connect probe box to the coil and tune the circuit using the network analyser. In order to
access the required frequency range, it is necessary to insert a ceramic capacitor (labelled
‘820G’) into the tuning circuit.
Load sample into the coil, and hold in place on the sample holder using the plastic disc.
Repeat the probe tuning and matching, as loading the sample will inevitably change these
conditions.
Open NTNMR.
Open an existing .tnt file (e.g. C:\NTNMR\sequences\user\diffusion_water_14MHz08.tnt†).
This will load the pulse sequence ‘Hahn_Echo_CPMG_Acq.tps’.
Change the filename (File/Save As…).

*

In principle this should be possible by writing a custom NMRScript, which could be executed in NTNMR. This
requires familiarity with VBScript. See the NTNMR manual for more details.
†
Example files exist in this location for Stimulated Echo and Inversion Recovery measurements.
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Check the values of the following parameters on the Dashboard
Acquisition Tab
Acq. Points
= 512
Dwell Time
= 500n
Scans 1D
=8
Points 2D
=1
S.A. Dimension = 0
Frequency Tab
Observe Freq.
= 14.08 MHz
‡
Sequence Tab
pw
= 2u
tau3
= 272u
Last Delay
= 1s
F1 AMPL 90
= 50
F1 AMPL 180
= 100
F1 ATTN
=9
NEchoes
= 20



The echo time is set in a table of values in the Sequence window (click on Sequence button in
toolbar).

‡

:

The values for the pulse widths (pw) and RF attenuation (F1 ATTN) are appropriate for the rectangular
solenoid coil.
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Right-clicking on any of the table icons in the Sequence view will open a window containing
the values of the table, e.g.:

If the Points 2D parameter (Acquisition tab) is set to 1, only the first value in the table is
taken into account; all other values are ignored.






§

The value of the delay time for the first diffusion delay (Event Number 4) should be set to the
desired echo time, . The delay time for the second diffusion delay (Event Number 6), and
tau3, should be set to
, in order for the spin echo to be correctly focused§.
After setting these parameters as described, an NMR signal should be detectable from a
correctly positioned sample. Press the ‘Zero and Go’ button
on the toolbar to launch a
measurement.
If no echoes are observed, vary the height of the sample, and launch another measurement –
repeat until a signal is observed.

See appendix 3 for a description of the pulse sequence.
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Apply a baseline correction (Commands/Baseline Commands/Baseline Correction) followed
by a Fourier transform (Commands/Transforms/Fourier Transform) to check if the sample is
located at centre of region-of-interest. The 1D projection of the sample is represented by the
magnitude of the NMR spectrum (blue line). The frequency can be interpreted in terms of
vertical displacement, as is illustrated below**.

2. Preparation for diffusion measurement




When a satisfactory echo is observed for a short diffusion time (
), note the
amplitude of the echo, as this will serve as an estimation of (i.e. amplitude of NMR signal
with negligible diffusion weighting)
In order to have a suitable dynamic range for fitting the data, it is useful to find a diffusion
time (
) that results in an echo with an amplitude of
. Increase the diffusion time
by changing the first value in the delay table for the first diffusion delay (Event Number 4).
The delay table for the second delay (Event Number 6) must be changed so that it is always
equal to
. On the other hand, tau3 should remain untouched.

3. Starting a diffusion measurement
Measurements of diffusion in NTNMR are 2D experiments – the first dimension corresponds to the
time domain of the echo acquisition, and the second dimension corresponds to the incrementing of
the diffusion time.
1. Create a list of diffusion delays using the ExStart Matlab program. For Spin Echo
experiments two lists of delays are outputted to the Command Window. This program also
creates a .mat file, which contains the experimental parameters.
**

19

The value shown corresponds to the gradient for protons ; for F the correct gradient is 1
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.

2. Copy the first list (“delay table 1”) and paste it into the delay table for the first diffusion
delay (Event Number 4) in the ‘Hahn_Echo_CPMG_Acq’ sequence in NTNMR; likewise, the
values from “delay table 2” should be copy and pasted to the delay table for the second
diffusion delay.
3. On the Acquisition tab of the dashboard set the Points 2D parameter so that it is equal to
the number of diffusion delays. Also, it may be necessary to increase Scans 1D in order to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio††.
4. Save the NTNMR file (File/Save As…), and begin the measurement
.
5. The data from a completed measurement can be inspected by viewing the surface plot
representation of the whole data 2D set, or by stepping through individual experimental
points.

6. Adjust the phase of the acquired data by opening the Phase Adjustment window
(Options/Phase Adjustment). Apply the desired amount of Phase correction, check the
‘Apply to all’ box, and then press Apply.
7. Save the NTMNR data file (File/Save), and then export the data as a text file (File/Export…).
When prompted, select the ‘Entire Data Set’ in order to export the whole 2D data set, as
opposed to an individual experimental point. This .txt file can now be processed, and the
diffusion coefficient can be determined, by combining the file with the .mat file created in
step 1, using the ExReadGUI Matlab program (see appendix 1 for a user’s guide).

4. Measuring T2
The value of T2 is a crucial parameter for accurately determining the diffusion coefficient, if the
diffusion delays are comparable to T2. The same pulse sequence used for diffusion measurements
(‘Hahn_Echo_CPMG_Acq’) can be adapted so that a CPMG train of echoes is acquired. T2 is
determined by fitting the decay envelope of the echo amplitude to an exponential function.

††

The number of scans should be divisible by 4, i.e. the number of steps in the phase-cycling scheme.
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Set the parameters as follows:


The first (so-called) diffusion delay (Event Number 4) should be set equal to the desired
echo time, . The second diffusion delay (Event Number 6) should be set equal to
; the delay tau3 (Sequence tab) must also be set to this value in order to
correctly refocus the spin-echoes.
On the Acquisition tab, set S.A. Dimension to 1.
On the Sequence tab, set NEchoes to 20.
Save NTNMR data under a different filename, and begin the measurement.
Upon completion of the measurement, apply a baseline correction (Commands/Baseline
Commands/Baseline Correction), and correct the phase (Options/Phase Adjustment).
Export the data as a text file (File/Export…).
Enter CPMG at the Command Window to read the amplitudes of the echoes (the user will
be prompted to input the number of acquisition points per echo).
The amplitudes are outputted as a function of echo number to the Workspace in the array
named dout - this can be fitted using the program of your choice to extract T2.









Appendix 1 – Description of Matlab Scripts
ExStart
This program is used to set-up diffusion measurements in NTNMR, and can be used to create a .mat
file, which will contain the experimental parameters necessary for processing the data.








The program is launched by typing ExStart in the Matlab command window.
See Figure 1 for a screenshot of the GUI, and Table 1 for a description of the parameter
names.
After setting the desired values for each parameter, pressing SAVE stores all of the values in
a Matlab data structure, and outputs a list of delay times to the Command Window.
For Spin Echo measurements the delays are equally spaced on a axis; for Stimulated Echo
measurements the delays are equally spaced in time; and for Inversion Recovery
measurements, the delays are equally spaced along the
axis.
If a saved file is not required (e.g., when running a preliminary measurement), a list of
experimental delay times can be generated by pressing the LIST button.
See appendix 2 for a more complete description of the data structure generated by ExStart.
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Figure 1. Screenshot of the ExStart GUI

Table 1. Description of ExRead parameter names

Parameter
Pulse Sequence

Description
{Spin Echo} / Stimulated Echo / Inversion Recovery

Initial Time

First diffusion delay [ms]

Final Time

Final diffusion delay,

No. Points

Number of experimental points

Nucleus

{1H} / 19F

Gradient

Strength of magnetic field gradient [T/m]

Acquisition Time

Acquisition Time per echo [ms]

T2

Transverse relaxation time [ms] (may be left blank)

delta

Stimulated echo sequence only; δ [ms]

[ms]

ExReadGUI
This program combines the result of a diffusion measurement in NTNMR (i.e. an outputted .txt file)
with the Matlab data structures generated by ExStart (i.e. an Experimental Parameter file, format
.mat).



The program is launched by typing ExReadGUI in the Matlab command window (see Figure
2 for a screenshot of the GUI).
Pressing Open will prompt the user to select an Experimental Parameter (.mat) file, and then
a .txt file outputted from NTNMR that contains the corresponding NMR data. NB: if the .mat
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file has been previously paired with a .txt file and saved, the user is not prompted to select a
.txt file.
The data are processed and plotted (see Table 2 for summary of processes).
The graph on the right of the ExReadGUI window shows the echoes plotted as a three
} {Experimental Point, NMR time domain, Signal magnitude}). The
dimensional plot ({
surface plot (i.e. solid colours) illustrates the region that is selected for determining
.
This is superimposed onto the complete echo data, shown as a mesh plot (i.e. wireframe).
The locus of the echo maximum is plotted as magenta circles, joined by a line. The plot can
be manipulated using the 3D Rotate tool, located in the figure toolbar.
The width of integrated region is controlled by the value shown in the Int. No. Points field.
The user should test a range of values, and choose one that includes the majority of the
echo, without introducing too much noise.

Figure 2. Screenshot of the ExReadGUI program



The graph on the left of the ExReadGUI window shows the linear fit for calculating the
diffusion coefficient. The results from the fit are displayed in textboxes in the Parameters
panel: the calculated diffusion coefficient is denoted D, and the corresponding uncertainty is
denoted D_err. NB: D_err is the uncertainty from the linear fit and is not necessarily the
actual uncertainty in the measured diffusion coefficient.
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If no T2 value is specified in the .mat file, this plot will show data uncorrected for relaxation
effects. The T2 value can be added after the measurement by entering a value into the
textbox. The plot and fit will automatically update after pressing enter, or clicking away from
the T2 textbox‡‡.
The SAVE button prompts the user to save the modified Experimental Parameters data
structure (now with added raw data, processed data, and results) using a save dialogue
window; the data structure may be saved under a different name, if desired.



Table 2. ExReadGUI sub-functions and their corresponding processes.

Processes
 Calculate absolute of NMR signal
 DC offset correction
 Find echo maximum
 Determine the magnitude of the signal (i.e.
integrating about the echo maximum
 Calculate diffusion coefficient from linear fit
 Plot data

Sub-function name
diff_process

) by

int_echoes
diff_calc
diff_plot

Appendix 2 – Description of Experimental Parameters .mat file
The Experimental Parameters file generated by ExRead contains the relevant information for
processing the diffusion data, acquired using NTNMR. The .mat file contains an instance of a
structure data type – this is an array with named fields that can contain data of varying types and
sizes.
In order to inspect the contents of the .mat file it must be loaded into Matlab (File/Open…, or
double-clicking the file if displayed in the Current Folder pane). The data structure will appear in the
Workspace space, as a variable named ‘d’. The various field names can be displayed by typing d at
the Command Window
>> d
d =
delays:
T2:
DelayStr:
sequence:
NPoints:
gradient:
nucleus:

[8x1 double]
1
[8x5 char]
'SE'
8
3.3000
'1H'

‡‡

The T2 textbox is only activated for spin echo measurements ; it remains inactive for stimulated echo and
inversion recovery data sets.
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If there is only a single value for a particular field, the value will be returned to the command
window. If the value is an array or another structure, then only the size is shown. The contents of an
array can be displayed by typing the name of the field after ‘d.’. For example:
>> d.delays
ans =
0.2000
0.5300
0.6600
0.7600
0.8300
0.8900
0.9500
1.0000
The following sections list the various fields within the data structure, together with a short
description of their respective purposes. Having access to these values can be useful if the data is to
be re-plotted in another program, or if alternative fitting schemes are desired (e.g. bi-exponential
behaviour).

2.1 – File contents following creation
Field
delays
T2
DelayStr
sequence
NPoints
gradient
nucleus

Data Type
Array (double)
Double
Character array
String
Double
Double
String

Description
Numerical values [ms] of diffusion delays
Transverse relaxation time [ms] (Spin Echo only)
Diffusion delays formatted for use in NTNMR pulse sequence
'SE' – Spin echo; 'STE' – Stimulated echo; 'IR' – Inversion recovery
Number of experimental points
Strength of magnetic field gradient [T/m]
Observed nucleus; {1H} / 19F
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2.2 – File contents following data processing
In addition to the fields listed in appendix 1.1, the data structure will contain the following fields after
processing some experimental data.
Field
file
echoes

Data Type
String
Structure

amplitude
integral
plot

Array (double)
Array (double)
Structure

diffusion

Array (double)

position
TD

Array (double)
Double

Description
Filename (inc. full path) of .txt file containing experimental data
Contains processed experimental data in the following subfields:
real – real part of NMR signal
imag – imaginary part of NMR signal
abs – absolute NMR signal
Each sub-array has dimensions [TD × NPoints]
Echo amplitude at maximum positions. Array length = NPoints.
Integrated intensity, i.e.
Array length = NPoints.
Contains data for diffusion coefficient plot:
xdata – data abscissae
ydata_int – scatter plot ordinates
yfit – line-of-best fit ordinates
fitP – fit parameters [gradient intercept]
uncertainty – fit parameter uncertainties (absolute values)
Measured diffusion coefficient and uncertainty stored in position
1 and 2, respectively.
Index of maximum values of echo. Array length = NPoints.
Number of time domain points, i.e. number of points acquired per
NMR echo.

Appendix 3 – Description of the pulse sequences
There are two pulse sequences used for measuring self-diffusion: a spin-echo (or Hahn echo)
sequence, and a stimulated echo sequence. The two sequences are explained in this section.

3.1 – Spin-echo
The spin-echo sequence for measuring diffusion in the presence of continuous magnetic field
gradient is shown in Figure 3. The sequence comprises two parts, namely preparation and
acquisition. In the preparation stage a diffusion weighted spin-echo is formed, by application of a
⁄ pulse and a -pulse, separated by a delay ; the echo is formed at . It is recommended
(although not essential) for the π pulse to have the same pulse width as the ⁄ pulse, as this
ensures that the same slice of the sample is excited for each pulse. In the acquisition stage, the echo
is refocused by the application of a train of -pulses (CPMG sequence), and acquired between the
pulses. The echoes are summed in order to greatly improve the sensitivity of the measurement.
During the acquisition period, the echo train is attenuated by diffusion; however, the attenuation by
diffusion can be minimised by setting the inter-echo time for the CPMG sequence, , to be as short
as possible.
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Figure 3. Sketch of spin echo (Hahn echo) pulse sequence for measuring diffusion in constant gradient.

The spin-echo intensity,

, is given by:
(

)

(1)

where is the self-diffusion coefficient, is the magnetic field gradient, and is the gyromagnetic
ratio. can therefore be determined by acquiring the diffusion-weighted echo for a range of
diffusion delays (which are equivalent to for constant-field measurements). is extracted from
the data by plotting

( )

as a function of

§§.

This spin-echo pulse sequence is saved under the name of ‘Hahn_Echo_CPMG_Acq.tps’. The pulse
sequence is re-drawn in Figure 4 in terms of the most important pulse sequence parameters that can
be controlled. The first echo is represented by a dashed line due to the fact that it is not acquired.
The acquisition block is repeated NEchoes times. A rule-of-thumb for setting this parameter is
⁄ . Following the acquisition stage, there is a final delay (Last Delay; not shown in
NEchoes
Figure 4), which allows the system to return to equilibrium.

Figure 4. Visual description of Hahn_Echo_CPMG_Acq pulse sequence parameters (shown in italics). The diffusion delays
(Events 4 and 6) are set in delay tables in the pulse sequence window of NTNMR; all other parameters are set in the
dashboard.

§§

If T2 is much longer than , the T2-dependent term can be neglected, as is often seen in the literature.
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3.2 – Stimulated-echo
The stimulated-echo sequence for measuring diffusion in the presence of a continuous magnetic field
gradient is shown in Figure 5. The stimulated echo sequence is generally used for measuring longer
diffusion times. The sequence has three parts: preparation, storage, and acquisition.

Figure 5. Sketch of stimulated echo pulse sequence for measuring diffusion in a constant gradient.

During the preparation stage two ⁄ pulses are applied, separated by a delay, . The result is that
the magnetisation is stored in the longitudinal direction, whilst preserving the phase-labelling applied
in the preparation stage. During the storage period,
, the magnetisation relaxes with the
longitudinal time T1. Finally, the magnetisation is recalled into the transverse plane by applying
another ⁄ pulse, and a diffusion-weighted stimulated echo is formed. Acquisition of the signal is
via the CPMG sequence, as described above.
The attenuation of the stimulated echo is given by:
(2)
where is the self-diffusion coefficient, is the magnetic field gradient, and is the gyromagnetic
ratio. can therefore be determined by acquiring the stimulated echo for a range of delays . is
extracted from the data by plotting

( ) as a function of

.

This stimulated-echo pulse sequence is saved under the name of
‘Diffusion_Stimulated_Echo_CPMG.tps’. The pulse sequence is re-drawn in Figure 6 in terms of the
most important pulse sequence parameters that can be controlled. The first echo is represented by a
dashed line due to the fact that it is not acquired. The acquisition block is repeated NEchoes times. A
⁄ . Following the acquisition stage, there is
rule-of-thumb for setting this parameter is NEchoes
a final delay (Last Delay; not shown in Figure 4), which allows the system to return to equilibrium.
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Figure 6. Visual description of Diffusion_Stimulated_Echo_CPMG pulse sequence parameters (shown in italics). The
storage delays (Event 6) are set in a delay table in the pulse sequence window of NTNMR; all other parameters are set in
the dashboard.

3.3 – Inversion Recovery
The Inversion recovery sequence is used for measuring the spin-lattice relaxation time, T1, of the
sample. The magnetisation is inverted and allowed to return toward equilibrium during a recovery
time . The recovered magnetisation is then measured using a CPMG train, as described above. For
this sequence, tau 2 is equivalent to the echo time, and tau 3 should be set to be equal to
tau2−(Acq.Time)/2, in order for the echo to be correctly focused. The intensity of the recovered NMR
signal
can be fitted to the following expression in order to extract T1:
(

(

⁄ ))

(3)

Figure 7. Visual description of the inversion recovery pulse sequence parameters (shown in italics). The recovery delays
(Event 5) are set in a delay table in the pulse sequence window of NTNMR; all other parameters are set in the dashboard.
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Note that ExStart and ExReadGUI can be used to create and process inversion recovery
measurements; however at the time of writing, no fitting routines have been implemented.
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